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Modernization Context

Canadian Federal Budget 2018
“Canadian companies have long asked the federal government to improve its 

relationship with suppliers—to make opportunities easier to find, simpler to 

navigate and faster to award, with less administrative burden... Moving 

procurement online is a key element of a more efficient procurement system… 

To this end, the Government will establish a new electronic procurement 

platform. This will help Canadian small and medium-sized businesses better 

access opportunities to work with the Government… “

Minister of Public Services and Procurement Mandate Letter (2017)

“Modernize procurement practices so that they are simpler, less administratively 

burdensome, deploy modern comptrollership, encourage greater competition, 

and include practices that support our economic policy goals, including 

innovation, as well as green and social procurement.”



In July 2018, the Government of Canada kicked off the Electronic Procurement 

Solution (EPS) Project to modernize and digitize federal procurement.

In partnership with Infosys Public Services and their subcontractors Ernst & 

Young and SAP, we are delivering:

Modern cloud-based 
procurement systems

SAP Ariba & Fieldglass

Common business 
processes and products, 

scalable across the 
Government of Canada

A service desk providing 
phone, email and live 
chat support services

A new Government 
Electronic Tendering 

Service (GETS) & Single 
Point of Access

Our Current Journey



Part of a Broader Modernization

• Procurement and Finance as part of an integrated end to end 
process

• Moving towards UNSPSC (United Nations Standard Products 
and Services Code)

• Contract Simplification and Vendor Performance 

• Socio-economic, green, and indigenous procurement



So How Are We Achieving This?

Incremental steps and a 
focus on users



Focusing on User Experience & Service Design

Searching is extremely 
complicated, and not at all intuitive.
Supplier Usability Testing Participant

The procurement 
experience isn’t 
just about the 

software we use 
and processes we 
follow, its about 

how we get to the 
places 

we need to go, 
how we find what 
we need when we 
need it and in a 

way we can 
understand it!”I am not sure 

what stream or lists to sign up for. 
I signed up for the wrong list initially.

Supplier Interview Participant

I am 
expected 

to go through a 
136-slide document 

every time 
I have a question?
Buyer Workshop 

Participant

It is difficult to find information …
you may need to go to many people 
and search man different places.
Regional Group 
Interview Participant



Delivering in an Agile Manner



A New Face for Doing Business

We are developing a new window into doing 
business with the Government of Canada, 
with access to:

• Information (how to, guides, training)

• Systems (gateway to Ariba & Fieldglass)

• Support (service desk, chat, etc)

• Tender Opportunities (replacing BuyandSell)

We are building using modern web design 
and user experience methods to reflect the 
needs of our procurement community!

Snapshot of CanadaBuys BETA: Getting Started



Supporting our Users
We understand that change can be difficult. 

In addition to the introduction of the new 
website and modernized procurement 
systems, we will be implementing 4 new 
channels of support to assist along the way.

We will be providing access to:

• An email web-form;

• A online chat service;

• A new call center to assist with all your technical 
needs; and

• A “How To” knowledge base library filled with 
articles from how to register, to what is an e-
procurement solution.

Snapshot of CanadaBuys BETA: Support



The Service

Canada is responsible for

establishing a Single Point of 

Access (SPA) for all covered 

procurement notices

Corresponding award 

notices must also be 

published on each 

jurisdiction’s respective 

tender platforms within 72 

days of contract award

Project Elements

Ensuring jurisdictions 

capture all tender notice data 

fields required by CETA

Publishing & sharing 

required tender notice data 

Alignment & integration with 

current tender platforms 

Stakeholder engagement 

Context

Required by article 19.6 of 

the Comprehensive 

Economic and Trade 

Agreement (CETA) with the 

European Union 

Required to contain tender 

data from the broader public 

sector – including from 

municipalities, academic 

institutions, and the social 

and health sectors (MASH)

Must be implemented by 

September 21, 2022

Implementing a Single Point of Access



Our Key Successes So Far

Design Is Done System Configured Testing Has Started

No Policy Changes No Customization Transformation

Co-designed government 

wide procurement process 

Live, configured test 

environment up and 

running

System & User testing 

underway

Designed without need to 

change legislation or 

policy

Design did not require 

system customization 

(SAP intended use)

Best practice design:   

55% process reduction

95% digital enablement 



A Parting Thought

“The start is pure joy because you’re unaware of what 
you don’t know and the painful obstacles ahead…. 
after the excitement of a new idea dissipates, reality 
sets in… This is where the journey truly begins.”

-Scott Belsky, The Messy Middle


